
IN AUSTRALIA
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COMFORT +
SAFETY +
EFFICIENCY +
SUPPORT

...HERE’S HOW DAF ADDS UP

THE SMART CHOICE
=
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EVERYWHERE

50 
COUNTRIES
WORLDWIDE
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IT ALL ADDS 
UP TO A BIG 
DIFFERENCE
Every great truck is a package and many small things 
add up to make a big difference when taken together. 
If you do the math, you will fi nd that DAF adds up.
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When you talk to a DAF owner, chances are
the word “comfort” will come up quickly.

But what does “comfort” really mean?

It means a driving environment dedicated to the 
drive – being struck by the ease of the controls, 
the space and the quiet.

A seat that’s not just comfortable for the fi rst 
half hour, but for the next eight hours, because it 
supports your spine, has exactly the right amount 
of fi rmness and can be adjusted to fi t you. 
It means happier, more alert drivers who can do 
their job better and that means better business.

Here are some of the reasons DAF
adds up on comfort:

 +   A subtle, clean, harmonious, interior without 
distraction, more like a high end European car 
than a truck.

 +   Ambient interior lighting that adjusts to
the perfect level to avoid eye strain and 
minimise fatigue.

 +   Superb ergonomics that give drivers
optimal vehicle control in all situations.

 +   The sense of roominess, accentuated 
by the large windscreen and side windows.

 +   Many practical touches in sleeper models 
such as spacious drawer storage, night time/
blackout window covers, a bed, slide out table 
and fridge to make rest stops as comfortable 
as possible.

 +   A fully adjustable, ergonomic seat to keep 
drivers fresh.

 +  Large fully adjustable mirrors.

 +   Superb all round vision, that keeps the 
driver effortlessly in touch with their world. 

 +   Easy access and exit.

 +   Road handling making it easier to drive and 
more comfortable and less fatiguing for the 
long haul.

210CM
At 210cm the XF series Super 

Space Cab has the most standing 
room in the category.

COMFORT
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 +  Our cabs, instrument layouts and seats
are all designed with input from drivers.
That’s right, the people who call them 
their offi ce and their home. Our designers 
work with the feedback drivers give to deliver
a driving environment other drivers will love.

78%
of DAF drivers in the UK rated 

DAF as “more comfortable” than 
their previous non DAF truck.

OUR DAF 
COMFORT 
CONSULTANT
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Safety is one of the big reasons people 
come to DAF.

Safety is not only doing the right thing by your 
drivers and your conscience – it’s doing the right 
thing for your business.

Here are some of the ways DAF 
adds up on safety:

 +   DAF offers the option of state-of-the-art safety 
systems such as Vehicle Stability Control (VSC), 
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and optional 
Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS).

 +   Unique DAF systems include the DAF Driver 
Assistance System (DAS). This benchmarks 
drivers in areas such as acceleration, 
braking and gear selection to assist them in 
improving their performance and reducing fuel 
consumption and maintenance costs.

SAFETY
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EFFICIENCY

The PACCAR MX-13 engine block is 
made of compacted graphite, which 

is lighter and stronger than cast 
iron. This contributes to low tare 

and fuel economy.

At DAF effi ciency means…

 +   Our trucks do their job, day in day out, 
without fuss or fanfare, in every environment.

 +   A range of powerful, effi cient and clean engines.

 +   Our vehicles and manufacturing practices meet 
the highest environmental standards to play our 
role in protecting the planet.

Here are some of the ways DAF 
effi ciency adds up:
Day in, day out

 +   DAF is a global organisation with over 
85 years of experience in vehicle engineering 
and manufacturing. 

 +   DAF Australia offer a range of trucks which 
have been tailored to exceed the demands of 
Australia’s harsh environment. 

 +  It is the combination of world class products, 
local knowledge and support, that delivers the 
DAF difference.

Without fuss

 +  DAF Trucks introduced the PACCAR Production 
System to achieve world-class manufacturing 
standards: everything right fi rst time, with no 
unnecessary loss of energy or materials and 
with the highest conceivable quality. 

Combination of power and fuel effi ciency

 +  DAF is owned by PACCAR Inc. (Pacifi c Car & 
Foundry). The company is one of the largest and 
most successful manufacturers of heavy-duty 
trucks (Kenworth & Peterbilt) in the world.

 +  With up to 510Hp and 2,500Nm the PACCAR 
MX-13 engine is a generational leader in the
13 litre segment.

 +  DAF uses SCR technology – Selective Catalytic 
Reduction. This SCR technology offers an 
effective solution to comply with Euro 5 
emission requirements. SCR technology is 
simple, reliable and effi cient.

 +  Compact Graphite Iron construction 
for durability.
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0WASTE
 TO LANDFILL

DAF has achieved a “zero waste to landfi ll” 
status as a manufacturer. This means
that all waste from the manufacturing 

process is recycled, reprocessed 
or used for generating energy.
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Extracting every ounce of performance

 +   DAF trucks are manufactured for durability
and long life. 

 +   All PACCAR engines are designed to offer the 
highest standards of economy, reliability and 
durability. The 6-cylinder, in-line engines with 
SMART high pressure injection systems are 
cleaner and deliver high power and torque at 
low engine speeds.

Supreme environmental standards

 +   DAF is ISO 14001 approved and has 
stringent environmental policies in place.

 +   We meet Euro 5 emission standards.
Delivered with our SCR technology 
and engine management systems.
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DAF offers support at every stage of our 
customers journey. Here are some ways  
that the DAF’s support adds up.

SUPPORT

 +   In Australia, DAF has a network of more than 
65 trained PACCAR dealers who can answer 
all your service and parts needs.

 +   Our PACCAR Parts warehouse in Bayswater 
Victoria has a 20,000m2 facility with 
state-of-the-art systems to get the right 
inventory out fast.

 +   PACCAR Financial understands the Australian 
transport industry and provides innovative loan 
and lease options to suit your business.

 +   PacLease provides premium trucks, technical 
expertise and personalised service to help 
manage your fleet operations, through truck 
rental and leasing solutions tailored to meet 
your needs.
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A MODEL 
FOR EACH 
APPLICATION
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 With a class leading turning circle, outstanding 
comfort and a completely contemporary exterior 
and interior the new LF offers everything 
you expect from a modern distribution truck. 
Smooth and light to drive it provides outstanding 
ergonomics to keep drivers fresh and alert, with 
agile engine performance and fuel effi ciency. 

LF SERIES

THE PERFECT DISTRIBUTION PARTNER
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CF SERIES
With outstanding comfort, low tare and the fuel 
effi ciency and power of PACCAR engines right 
up to the 510Hp of the MX-13, the DAF CF series 
redefi nes versatility. The range includes two,
three and four axle confi gurations, single or 
tandem drive and supports special applications 
like concrete pumpers, tippers and tankers. 

XF SERIES 
The fl agship XF105 is ideal for long distance 
haulage or distribution tasks. With a technically 
advanced chassis design, stylish and aerodynamic 
exterior and the most spacious cab in its class the 
XF series sets the bar for driver comfort. Available 
in a prime mover confi guration with the PACCAR 
MX-13 engine as standard, the DAF XF105 offers 
the ultimate balance of power and fuel effi ciency.

THE ULTIMATE ALL ROUNDER BUILT FOR THE LONG HAUL
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1959
DAF manufactured 820,000 
passenger cars up to 1963. The 
“Daffodil” included innovations 
such as continuously variable 
transmission and engine braking 
with benefits of simplicity and 
reduced maintenance costs.

1962
The DAF 2600 represented a 
breakthrough in truck design 
with a sleeper option and a 
compact overall length for 
optimum load length. This was 
nicknamed “the mother of 
international road transport”.

1964
The 50,000th DAF truck rolled 
off the production line.

1928
The company was founded as 
“Van Doome’s Aahangwagen 
Fabriek” which was later 
abbreviated to DAF. DAF 
pioneered the welded chassis 
to make a feather weight trailer 
that attracted industry attention.

1936
DAF became the worlds first 
supplier of container trailers.

1949
DAF builds it’s first truck.

1955
The 10,000th DAF rolled off the 
line. Dutch Army orders 3,600 
vehicles.

1950
Rapid growth resulted in the 
establishment of a much larger 
9,000m2 facility on the current 
site at Eindhoven.

A HISTORY OF 
GROWTH THROUGH 
INNOVATION
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2002
The LF wins International Truck 
of the Year.

2004
45,000 trucks were built 
by the factory in Eindhoven 
(Netherlands) and Preston (UK). 
This is 185 per day, compared 
with 2 per day in 1952.

2007
The new XF Series wins 
International Truck of the Year.

2015
The one millionth truck 
manufactured at Eindhoven 
rolled off the production line.

1971
DAF introduced the tilt cab 
making engine service easier 
and faster and allowing longer 
overall load length.

1974
The new version of the 2800 
featured a wider version of the 
tilt cab, a powerful 11.6 litre 
engine and full size beds. DAF 
was also the first manufacturer 
to use a turbocharger in 
combination with a charge 
cooler (which it named the 
“intercooler”) for more power 
with lower fuel consumption.

1987
DAF buys 
Leyland Trucks.

1988
DAF’s 95 model wins 
International Truck of the Year.

1996
DAF was acquired by PACCAR 
Inc, one of the world’s most 
successful truck manufacturers 
(Kenworth and Peterbilt).

1998
The new 95XF wins International 
Truck of the Year. DAF Trucks 
Australia is born and spends 

its first few years researching 
and developing vehicle 
specifications to match 
Australia’s demanding 
conditions.

2001
Production of the new CF and LF 
series vehicles begins.

1994
The 95 Super Space Cab 
delivered unheard of 
cabin space.
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Our vehicles are manufactured in world class facilities 
using quality materials and the latest manufacturing 
processes including robotics in four locations.

Eindhoven (Netherlands)
Westerlo (Belgium)
Leyland (UK)
Ponta Grossa (Brasil)

For further information or your nearest
DAF dealer visit our website
www.daf.com.au

DAF Trucks Australia
PO BOX 60
Bayswater VIC 3153 
Phone (03) 9721 1600

Version 1 October 2017
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